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                  Meet Thor, Our Rotating, Hands-Free Prostate Massager

                

              

              
                Thor is a revolutionary prostate pleasure device! A 360 degree rotating head combined with 16 powerful vibration modes delivers mind blowing prostate orgasms. With a girth of 1.7 inches at its bulge and an insertable length of 3.75 inches, THOR gives a satisfyingly full sensation while remaining in place for a truly hands free experience.
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                  Meet Tomo, Our Come Hither, Hands-Free Prostate Massager

                

              

              
                Tomo is an innovative prostate massager made for the individual or couple ready to experience explosive, mind-blowing orgasms, and the long term health benefits of prostate massage. Its two-headed design combines “come-hither” motion with powerful vibration for the most intense prostate massage.
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                  Meet Vulcan, our vibrating prostate plug with cock harness

                

              

              
                Vulcan is our most powerful vibrating prostate massage and designed for extended wear with a comfy cock harness that includes a penis ring and scrotum ring. Vulcan is remote controlled so you can enjoy hands free pleasure with and without a partner.
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            "Price point is good. The design from pics @ 1st glance looks a little intimidating but that is very misleading. The design and size is perfect. It is so easy to insert and requires very little "quality" water based lube. In fact, use a little less. The TOMO will stay put so the "come hither" motion feels greater and there is no slippage. ;-)"
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            "This is by far the best prostate massager ive had yet. Delivery was fast too which amazed me it's not coming from overseas. Used it about 7 times now and it can help you achieve that hands free orgasm your looking for. I'm an arenos user and the clench still necessary to get hands free but not as much as the other overpriced junk on the market. I've had many different lux prostate massagers too so I'm not speaking out my @$$."
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            "I have an Aneros and a Revo and was looking for something new. Nothing had quite hit the spot yet. The TOMO is the perfect size and shape, it fits comfortably and the combination of the come hither motion on my p-spot with the vibration is amazing. I hit the jackpot with this prostater massager."
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                        5 Steps to Achieving P Spot Orgasm


                        
                          Our p-spot experts breakdown the top five steps you need in to achieve the ultimate -spot orgasm. Let's dive in!
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                        Top 5 Best Positions for Prostate Massage


                        
                          Finding the best position for prostate massage is a matter of exploration. In this article our GIDDI sexperts review all the prostate...
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                        What IS the P Spot? A Guide to the Male G Spot


                        
                          What exactly is the P Spot we hear you asking? Let's dive into all you need to know about the...
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                            Our p-spot experts breakdown the top five steps you need in to achieve the ultimate -spot orgasm. Let's dive in!
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                        Top 5 Best Positions for Prostate Massage


                        
                          
                            Finding the best position for prostate massage is a matter of exploration. In this article our GIDDI sexperts review all the prostate massage positions so you can explore with confidence.
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                        What IS the P Spot? A Guide to the Male G Spot


                        
                          
                            What exactly is the P Spot we hear you asking? Let's dive into all you need to know about the male G Spot - from where to find it to how to stimulate it.
                          
                        

                      

                    

                  

                

              

              

            


        

    

  













  
    
        

            
                Get 15% Off + Guide


                
                    Get our Beginner's Guide to Prostate Massage and 15% off your order
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                            By entering this site you swear that you are of legal age in your area to view adult material and that you wish to view such material.
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